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DOD 7.01 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter is to: 

(1) Establish a policy to assure departmental consideration of the 
short- and long-term environmental and economic effects of department 
actions upon the human environment. 

(2) Provide principles, objectives, definitions and criteria to be used by 
the department in the implementation of s. 1.11, Stats. Implementation 
includes the evaluation of proposed actions; the study, development and 
description Of alternatives where proposed actions involve unresolved 
conflicts in the use of available resources; and the preparation and review 
of environmental impact statements. 

(3) Establish a process for the identification of major actions signifi
cantly affecting the quality of the human environment and the need for 
an environmental impact statement. 

( 4) Provide an opportunity for public input to the decision-making 
process.-

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1-84. 

DOD 7.02 Definitions. (1) "Action" means any activity, initiated by 
the department or initiated by someone outside state government, which 
could not have occurred but for the department and which may affect the 
human environment. 

(2) ''Alternatives'' mean other actions or activities which may.be rea
sonably available to achieve the same or altered purpose of the proposed 
action, including the alternative of no action. 

(3) "Department" means the department of development. 

( 4) "EA" or "environmental assessment" means a documented, brief 
but comprehensive analysis of a proposed Type II action to determine its 
environmental impact; to study, develop, and thoroughly describe alter
natives; and to determine whether the proposed action constitutes a ma
jor state action significantly affecting the quality of the human environ
ment. 

(5) "EIS" or "environmental impact statement" means a written re
port prepared pursuant to s. 1.11, Stats., which contains an analysis of 
anticipated impacts of a proposed action, and alternatives to the pro
posed action, upon the human environment. The draft environmental 
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impact statement (DEIS) is a preliminary version of the final environ
mental impact statement (FEIS). 

(6) "DEIS" or "draft environmental impact statement "means a pre
liminary version of the final environmental impact statement (FEIS). 

(7) "FEIS" or "final environmental impact statement" means the 
completed environmental impact statement that reflects changes made 
to the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS). 

(8) "Finding of .no significant impact" means a complete9 environ
mental assessment which indicates that the proposed action is not a ma
jor action which will significantly affect the quality of the human envi
ronment and that no EIS is required. 

(9) ''Human environment'' means the totality of conditions and influ
ences, both natural and artificial, which surround and affect all organ
isms, including people. 

(10) "Majof action" means an action which will significantly affect the 
quality of the human environment. 

(11) "Resources" mean financial, cultural and natural matter and 
forms as well as labor and materials used and affected by a proposed ac
tion if permitted. 

(12) "Significallt effects" mean the considerable and important im
pacts, beneficial or adverse, of actions on quality of the human environ
ment. 

(13) "Cooperating agency" means any state agency, other than the 
lead agency, which has jurisdiction over the proposed action or, which 
has special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved. 

(14) "Joint environmental assessment" means an environmental as
sessment developed by another state or federal agency, in which the de
partment has input sufficient to identify major impacts and alternatives, 
and ensure that the assessment is in compliance with the substantive and 
procedural requirements of this chapter. The department must make an 
independent judgement on the need for an EIS. 

(15) "Joint environmental impact statement" means an EIS devel
oped by the department and another state or federal agency, where the 
department has equal responsibility with the other agency for evaluating 
environmental impacts and has sufficient control over the EIS process 
and content of the document to ensure that the provisions of this chapter 
are met. Either the department or another state or federal agency may 
be designated the lead agency. 

(16) "Lead agency" mean·s the agency with primary conc~rn or re
spo·nsibility for a given action as determined through interagenCy consul
tation or written agreement. 

(17) "NEPA" means the national environmental policy act ( 42 U.S.C. 
4331). 

(18) "Rev_iew" means the study of, and comment upon, the DEIS or 
F'EIS by cooperating agencies. 
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(19) "Scoping" means an early and open process for identifying the 
anticipated range of issues to be addressed by an EIS, the extent to 
which the identified issues will be addressed, and what are expected to be 
the significant issues. 

(20) "Substantial participation" means full and effective participation 
by the department, with another state or federal agency, in preparation 
of a NEPA or WEP A EIS including, but not limited to: 

(a) Preparation of portions of the EIS within the department's juris-
diction or expertise; 

(b) Appropriate review of the other agency's documents or procedures; 

(c) Development of standards of document adequacy; 

(d) Determining content of the EIS; 

(e) Involvement in public participation activities and hearings; and 

(f) Policy development and decision-making. 

(21) "WEPA" means the Wisconsin environmental policy act (ch. 
274, laws of 1971, as amended by ch. 204, laws of 1973, which includes s. 
1.11, Stats.). 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1-84. 

DOD 7.03 Department action type list. The department has categorized 
its actions into the following type list which shall determine or aid in the 
determination of the need for an EIS. Type I actions shall always require 
an EIS. Type II actions may or may not require an EIS, depending on 
the significance of the action, or may or may not involve unresolved con
flicts in the use of available resources. All Type II actions shall be evalu
ated by using an EA. Type III actions normally do not have the poten
tial to cause significant environmental effects and normally do not 
involve unresolved conflicts in the use of available resources. Unless the 
department determines otherwise, these actions will not require an EA or 
EIS. 

AGENCY ACTION LIST 

DEPARTMENT OF DEVEI.OPMENT 

ACTION 
TYPE 

ACTION 
IDENTIFICATION 

FACILITIES None 
DEVELOP-
MENT 

FINANCIAL 1. Administration 
ASSISTANCE of state and fed-

eral funds to busi
nesses, local gov
ernments, non
profit 
organizations, 
regional planning 
commissions and 
individuals. 

DESCIUPTION/COMMENTS 

a. Requires compliance with federal 
environmental reviews by applicant/ 
recipient. 

(1) The department exercises no dis
cretion in administering funds. 

EIS 
CATEGORY 

II III 

x 
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AGENCY ACTION LIST (Continued) 
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT 

ACTION ACTION EIS 
TYPE IDENTIFICATION DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS CA'l'EGORY 

[] III 

(2) The department exercises some 
discretion in administering funds, but 

x 
is not the sole decision-maker, The ap-
plicant/recipient is required to be in 
confonnance with federal environmen-
ta! reviews before receiving any funds, 
(3) The department exercises some 
discretion in administering funds and 
may involve major actions signifi-
cantly affecting the quality of the 

x 

environment. 
b. No requirement for federal environ-
mental review, 
(1) Funding for rehabilitation of ex-
isting structures. 
(a) Rehabilitation which involves all 
or a major portion of an existing prop-
erty and involves rezoning or requires 
a conditional use permit. 

x 

{b) Rehabilitation which involves all 
or a portion of an existing property 

x 
and does not require rezoning or a con-
ditional use permit. 
(2) Funding for major new x 
developments. 
(3) Funding for planning and related 
activities. 

x 

STANDARDS None 

REGULA- 1. Plat Review Review plats for compliance with ch. x 
TION 236; Stats., transmit copies to other 

reviewing agencies {department of in-
dustry, labor and human relations, de-
partment of transportation and some 
county planning agencies). 

2. Municipal Under s. 66.014 (9), Stats., there are x 
Incorporation functions prescribed for the depart-
Review ment which include holding a public 

hearing and gathering information to 
determine if the standards contained in 
s. 66.016, Stats., are met, and whether 
the incorporation would be against the 
public interest as defined bys. 66.021 
(11) (c), Stats. The determination by 
the department is a finding that the 
standards of the law either are or are 
not met and is based on existing condi-
tions and short-term (three-year) po-
tential for meeting the standards. 

3. Consolidation Under s. 66.02, Stats., the department x 
Review is directed to undertake functions as 

prescribed under s. 66.014, Stats., to 
determine whether a proposed consoli-
dation is in the public interest in ac-
cord with the standards contained in s. 
66.016, Stats. 
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TYPE 

POLICY 
RECOM
MEND A
TIONS 

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT 
AGENCY ACTION I,IST (Continued) 

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT 

AC'l'ION 
IDENTIFICATION 

1. Fol'mulatioD. ol 
major programs, 
plans, policies and 
legislation, 
including budget 
proposals, directly 
affecting the econ
omy and the com
munities of the 
state for which 
DOD has primary 
implementation 
authority. 
2. Providing tech
nical assistance 
and advice on 
projects, plans, 
policies and legis
lation related to 
economic and 
community 
development. 

DESCRIPTION/COMMENTS 

FACILITY None 
AND 
MAINTEN-
ANCE 
OPERA-
TIONS 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1-84. 
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EIS 
CATEGORY 

I II III 

x 

x 

DOD 7.04 Determination of need for an EIS. (1) During the early plan
ning stages, the department shall determine the need for preparing an 
EIS on its actions. The action type list shall be used to determine the 
category of the proposed action. 

(2) In determining whether a Type II action isa major action that will 
significantly affect the quality of the human environment, or is a pro
posed course of action which involves unresolved conflicts concerning al
ternative uses of available resources, the department shall base its deci
sion on an environmental assessment (EA) which shall contain the 
following information: 

(a) A brief description of the proposed action including maps and 
graphs if applicable. 

(b) A brief description of those factors in the human environment af
fected by the proposed action. 

(c) A brief evaluation of significant primary and secondary environ
mental effects that would result if the proposal were implemented. 

(d) A brief study, development and description of reasonable alterna
tives to the proposed action and a brief evaluation of the significant envi
ronmental or other effects of these alternatives. 

( e) A listing of other agencies or groups contacted and the comments of 
and other pertinent information from these agencies and groups. 
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(f) An evaluation section which contains brief discussions of the fol-
lowing specific factors: 

1. Stimulation of secondary (indirect) effects. 

2. Creation of a new environmental effect. 

3. Impacts on geographically scarce environmental features. 

4. Precedent-setting nature of the action. 

5. Significant controversy associated with the action. 

6. Conflicts with official agency plans or local, state or national policy. 

7. Cumulative impacts of repeated actions of this type. 

8. Foreclosure of future options. 

(3) Where proposed actions are likely to be repe~ted or where they 
have similarities such as common timing, impacts, alternatives, methods 
of implementation, or subject matter, a generic EA may be prepared. 
The department shall, when addressing a single action already covered 
by a generic EA, consider the relevance of the generic environmental as
sessment to the specific action. 

( 4) The department shall issue a news release to news media in the 
vicinity of the proposed action for each EA, including the following in
formation: 

(a) A brief description of the project, including location. 

(b) A contact person within the department who can provide copies of 
the EA and answer questions. 

(cl A date by which the department will receive and consider com
ments before making its final decision on the need for an EIS. 

(5) Following the deadline for receipt of public comment on the EA, 
the department shall review the environmental assessment, consider all 
public comments, make required comments and approve the environ
mental assessment. A public hearing may be held to receive public input 
and aid in the review of and decision on the need for an EIS. 

(6) If a finding is made in the EA that no EIS is required for a proposed 
Type II action, the original EA shall then be filed by the department in 
its Madison, Wisconsin office as a finding of no significant impact. The 
environmental assessment is a pub1ic record which is available for review 
upon request. 

(7) If a finding is made in the EA that an EIS is required for a proposed 
Type II action, the department shall prepare a DEIS and an FEIS. 

(8) When the department determines that a proposed action will re
quire an EIS, and that the proposed action will involve one or more other 
state or federal agencies, the lead agency shall be determined through 
interagency consultation. A joint EA may be used by the department to 
aid in reaching its independent decision on the need for an EIS. A written 
agreement may be developed with those agencies which have a major 
responsibility in, or are significantly affected by the proposed action. The 
Register, December, 1983, No. 336 
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written agreement shall define the responsibility of each agency in the 
development of a single EIS. · 

His!ory: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1-84. 

DOD 7.05 Scoping. (1) As soon as possible after making the decision to 
prepare an EIS, the department shall inform the public and affected 
agencies that an EIS will be prepared and that the process of identifying 
potential major issues, called scoping, is beginning. 

(2) The scoping process shall include, to the extent possible, affected 
and other interested persons. The process may cOnsist of meetings, hear
ings, workshops, surveys, questionnaires, interagency committees, or 
other appropriate methods or activities, and may be integrated with 
other public participation requirements. 

(3) The department shall use the scoping process to accomplish any of 
the following: 

(a) Determine the scope and the significant issues to be analyzed in 
depth in the EIS. 

(b) Identify and eliminate from detailed study the issues which are not 
significant or which have been covered by prior environmental review. 
This will narrow the discussion of these issues in the EIS to a brief pre
sentation of why they will not have a significant effect on the human 
environment or a reference to their coverage elsewhere. 

( c) Set a time schedule for document preparation and opportunities for 
publiC involvement. 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, elf. 1-1-84. 

DOD 7.06 Contents of an EIS. (1) When an EIS is required, a DEIS and 
a FEIS shall be prepared by the department or prepared for the depart
ment under contract by a consultant with supervision and final editorial 
review by the department. The DEIS shall emphasize significant envi
ronmental issues identified during the scoping process. The FEIS shall be 
based in part upon comments received on the DEIS and on information 
received from other sources. An EIS shall provide analysis of the envi
ronmental and economic implications of a proposed action contemplated 
by the department. An EIS shall include the following: 

(a) A description of the proposed action and of the affected environ
ment including the project location, type of facility, time schedules, 
maps and diagrams deemed relevant, and other pertinent information 
which will adequately allow an assessment of the potential environmen
tal impact by persons who want to make comments. 

(b) The probable impact of the proposed action on the human environ
ment. An evaluation will be made of the positive and negative effects of 
the proposed action as it relates to the environment. Secondary, as well 
as primary consequences to the environment, will be included wherever 
possible. 

(c) Alternatives to the proposed action, including a rigorous explora
tion and objective evaluation of the environmental impacts of all reason
able alternatives, particularly those that might avoid all or some of the 
adverse environmental effects of the proposed action. Consideration will 
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be given to the economic advantages and disadvantages and energy im
pacts of each alternative wherever possible. 

(d) Probable adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided 
should the proposal be implemented. Protective and mitigative measures 
to be taken as part of the proposed action shall be identified. 

(e) The relationship between short-term uses of the environment and 
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity. The EIS 
shall describe the extent to which the proposed action involves trade-offs 
between short-term economic gains at the expense of long-term environ
mental productivity or vice versa, and the extent to which the proposed 
action forecloses future options. 

(f) Significant irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources 
that would be involved in the proposed action if implemented, including 
a statement identifying the extent to which the proposed action irrevers
ibly curtails the range of potential uses of the environment. 

(g) A summary of the scoping process used and the major issues identi
fied for detailed analysis in the EIS. 

(h) The FEIS shall discuss at appropriate points any responsible op
posing view not adequately discussed in the DEIS. 

(i) If the department makes substantial changes in the proposed action 
that are relevant to environmental concerns, or if there are significant 
new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns 
that have bearing on the proposed action or its impacts which arise after 
preparation of the FEIS, but before substantial implementation of the 
action, the department shall prepare supplements to the FEIS. If a sup
plement is prepared, it shall be distributed and reviewed in the same 
manner as a DEIS or FEIS as provided in this chapter. 

(2) The EIS shall be an analytical document th"t enables environmen
tal factors to be considered in the development of a proposed action. It 
shaII be considered by the department in the decision-making process. 

(3) The EIS is not a document of justification. Furthermore, disclosure 
of adverse environmental effects shall not necessarily require that a pro
posed action be denied or terminated. 

(4) Environmental impact statements shall be written in plain lan
guage and should use appropriate graphics to aid decision-makers and 
the public. Where appropriate, an EIS may be combined with other re
quired environmental or planning documents. 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, e• . l-1-84. 

DOD 7.07 Distribution and review of the DEIS and FEIS. (1) DISTRIBU
TION AND REVIEW OF THE DEIS. (a) Copies of the DEIS shall be distrib
uted as follows: 

1.The governor's office. 

2. State, federal and local government agencie3 having special exper
tise, interest or jurisdiction. 

3. Regional and county planning agenc. '8 located within the proposed 
project or action area. 
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4. The department of natural resources. 

5. Libraries: 

a. For proposed actions affecting a local area, the nearest library: In 
addition, the county clerk, town clerk, village clerk or city clerk will be 
requested to make the document available in the county courthouse, 
town hall, village hall or in the city hall. 

b. For projects of regional importance, public libraries with geographic 
distribution which provides public access without undue travel. 

c. For projects having state-wide significance, public libraries provid
ing reasonable access by the individuals who would be potentially af
fected by the proposed action. 

(b) Notice of availability of the DEIS .1. An announcement sheet, which 
provides a brief description of the proposed action, a description of the 
administrative procedures to be followed, the date by which comments 
on the DEIS are to be submitted to the department, and the location 
where copies of the DEIS are available for review, shall be circulated as 
follows: 

a. AB local and regional units of government which have jurisdiction 
over the area that may be affected by the proposed action. A request will 
be made for posting the announcement sheet at the place normally used 
for public notices. 

b. Local and regional news media in the vicinity of the proposed ac
tion. 

c. Groups or individuals that have demonstrated an interest and have 
requested receipt of this tyi:>e of information. 

d. All participants in the scoping process not covered in subpar. a. 
through c. 

(c) Period of time for comment on the DEIS. 1. A minimum of 45 days 
from the date the DEIS is mailed shall be allowed for the receipt of com
ments. Depending upon the length and complexity of the DEIS, the de
partment may establish an initial review period up to a total of 90 days. 
A reasonable request for extension, up to 15 days beyond the initial re
view period, may be granted by the department for the review of the 
DEIS. 

2. If the department determines that a review period of less than 45 
days will suffice for the DEIS, the department may limit the review pe
riod to no less than 20 days. The DEIS, announcement sheet and public 
notices shall caU attention to the reduced review period and shall specify 
the date by which comments on the DEIS must be submitted to the de
partment if they are to be considered in developing the FEIS. 

(d) If other statutory time limits for department action conflict with 
the comment and review procedure set out in this section, the procedure 
may be adjusted so Jong as agency and public input is assured. 

(2) DrsTRIBUTION AND REVIEW OF THE FEIS. (a) Distribution. The 
FEISshall be distributed in the same manner as the DEIS, and shall also 
be distributed to any person, organization or agency that submitted 
comments on the DEIS. 
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(b) Notice of availability. The availability of the FEIS shall be an
nounced through a notice of public hearing or through an announcement 
sheet similar to the announcement of the availability of the DEIS. 

(c) Time period for comment. A period of not less than 30 days and not 
more than 90 days from the date the FEIS is mailed. depending on the 
length and complexity of the FEIS, shall be allowed for receipt of com
ments from state and federal agencies and the public. A reasonable re
quest for an extension, up to 15 days beyond the initial review period, 
may be granted by the department for the review of the FEIS. 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No, 336, elf. 1-1-84, 

DOD 7.08 Public hearings on the DEIS and FEIS. (1) PUBLIC HEARINGS 
PROCEDURES. Whenever a proposed action requires a DEIS and an FEIS, 
the department shall hold a public hearing on the DEIS, no sooner than 
30 days after its issuance, and shall also hold a public hearing on the 
FEIS, no sooner than 30 days after its issuance and prior to making a 
final decision. The public hearing on the DEIS shall be an informational 
hearing, while the public hearing on the FEIS shall be noticed and con
ducted in the same manner as a contested case proceeding under ch. 227, 
Stats. The final draft of the EIS issued by the department, and the record 
of decision provided in this chapter are intended to satisfy the decision 
requirement of s. 227.10, Stats. 

(2) LOCATION OF HEARINGS. The hearings shall be held in the locality 
affected; on actions of state-wide significance, the hearings may be held 
in Madison. 

(3) The department shall issue a news release to news media in the 
vicinity of the proposed action for each pubHc hearing on a DEIS or 
FEIS. Notice shall also be mailed to all known departments and agencies 
required to grant any approval necessary for the proposal; to any re
gional planning commission within which the affected area lies; to the 
governing bodies of all towns, villages, cities and counties within which 
any part of the proposal lies; to the governing bodies of any towns, vil
lages or cities contiguous to any town, vi1lage or city within which any 
part of the proposal lies; and to interested persons who have requested 
such notification. Persons, organizations or agencies that attended the 
DEIS public hearing shall also receive notice of the FEIS public hearing. 

( 4) RECORD OF FEIS PUBLIC HEARING. After the FEIS public hearing 
provided in sub. (1), the department shall carefully review the hearing 
record and summarize the comments received on the DEIS and the 
FEIS. 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1·84-. 

DOD 7.09 Record of decision. Where an EIS is prepared, the depart
ment shall also, at the time of its final decision, prepare a record of deci
sion. The record of decision shall identify all alternatives considered in 
the order of their environmental preference. The record of decision shall 
state whether for the alternative selected, all practicable means to avoid 
or minimize environmental harm have been adopted, and if not, why 
they were not. 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1·84-. 

DOD 7.10 lnteragency procedures on proposed actions involving NEPA 
or WEPA. (1) Where another state or federal agency has concurrent re
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sponsibi!ity with the department for a proposed Type II action, a joint 
EA may be prepared with the other agency if the assessment meets the 
requirements of this chapter. The department shall make an indepen
dent judgement on the need for an EIS in accordance with this chapter. 

(2) Where a proposed action involves another state or federal agency 
approval or decision, and it has been determined that an EIS must be 
prepared in accordance with NEPA or WEPA, the WEPA requirement 
for a separate EIS may be waived if: 

(a) A joint EIS is prepared; or 

(b) After review of the other state orfederal EIS by the department, it 
appears that the requirements as to content of the EIS prescribed in s. 
1.11, Stats., and this chapter have been met, and the EIS was developed 
and prepared through appropriate participation by the department with 
the other agencies in a coordinated effort to satisfy the requirements of 
NEPA and WEPA. The following shall aid in determining the appropri
ate participation required for waiver of a separate WEPA EIS: 

1. Where the department action is immediately related to a major pur
pose or function of a proposed project with significant environmental ef
fects, substantial participation in the EIS is required. 

2. Where the department action is not immediately related to a major 
purpose or function of the proposed project, or where the proposed 
project does not have significant environmental impacts, the degree of 
department participation shall be commensurate with the relationship of 
its action to the proposed project, and the significance of the proposed 
project's impacts on the department's areas of responsibiJity. 

(3) If the EIS appears to comply with the requirements of WEPA and 
this chapter, public hearings shall be held in accordance with this chapter 
unless they are held in Wisconsin by the lead agency with effective par
ticipation by the department. 

History: Cr. Register, December, 1983, No. 336, eff. 1-1-84. 
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